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Empowering Businesses with AI

Innovate and Dominate with Powerful AI Technologies


AIFull-StackMobile Apps
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Empowering Enterprises with Cutting-Edge Technology Solutions
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AI-Powered

 Solutions





Unleash the Power of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Chatbots.
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Web & Backend

 Development





Connect with customers worldwide through interactive, scalable,
and engaging web and backend applications.
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Mobile App

 Development





Upgrade your business strategy and customer relations through
custom mobile apps in Android, iOS, and hybrid platforms.




















Our services
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Empowering Growth and Trust

Next-Generation Business Product Solutions




Welcome to Floges, we empower growth and trust through our innovative solutions. With a dedicated team committed to excellence, we deliver exceptional results. Experience the power of our solutions and join successful businesses who trust us. Together, we'll fuel your growth and build a foundation of trust for lasting success.
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65+

Projects Delivered
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99%

Satisfied Clients
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10+

Years in Industry













About us


















Innovation at Work

Our latest works











Kyna: AI-Powered Real Estate Platform

kyna.ai

Introducing Kyna, a revolutionary AI-driven platform created by Floges Software Solutions. Our state-of-the-art technology redefines the property search experience, allowing you to effortlessly and efficiently find your dream home. Discover the future of real estate with Kyna's innovative features.


Learn More
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All Works


















Technology Expertise

Supercharge your business with state-of-the-art technologies
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Testimonials

Why customers love working with us
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Oujith
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The communication line is always open and they are very approachable
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Kelvin
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Associating with Floges team long-term, our relationship is really
smooth
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Al Hashemi
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The project releases were on-time and they always keep quality




































FAQ

Frequently Asked Questions















What kind of AI solutions do you offer?




Our AI solutions cover a wide range of applications, including natural language processing, computer vision, predictive analytics, and intelligent automation. We develop tailored AI systems that solve complex business problems and enhance efficiency.









What technologies do you use for web frontend development?




Our web frontend development leverages modern frontend frameworks such as React.js, Vue.js and Angular. We focus on creating intuitive and responsive user interfaces that deliver seamless experiences across devices.









What backend development services do you provide?




Our backend development services encompass building robust APIs, implementing secure data storage and retrieval mechanisms, and designing scalable architectures. We work with technologies like Node.js, Python, GoLang and Rust to ensure high-performance and reliable backend systems.









Can you develop mobile apps for both iOS and Android platforms?




Absolutely! We specialize in developing mobile apps for both iOS and Android platforms. Our experienced team uses industry-leading frameworks like React Native and Flutter to build cross-platform applications that deliver native-like experiences.









How do you ensure data security in AI solutions and applications?




Data security is a top priority for us. We implement robust encryption methods, access controls, and follow best practices for secure data handling. Additionally, we comply with relevant data protection regulations to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of your data.









Do you provide ongoing support and maintenance for the developed solutions?




Yes, we offer comprehensive support and maintenance services to ensure your solutions continue to perform optimally. Our team provides regular updates, bug fixes, and technical assistance to keep your AI solutions, web applications, and mobile apps running smoothly.









How do I get started with your services?




Getting started is easy! Simply reach out to our team through our website or contact details provided. We'll schedule a consultation to understand your requirements and propose the best solutions tailored to your business needs.
























Have a market-changing idea? Don't wait, just reach out to us.
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Services


	
Mobile App Development

	
Web Development

	
Chatbot Development

	
Hire Developer










Contact us


Info Park TBC, JNI Stadium, Kochi

UL CyberPark, Nellikode, Calicut


[email protected]



+91 79941 71440
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